
From: alden blackman
Sent: Monday, 18 March 2019 14:53
To: kerrieslaw@gmail.com; philip.tudor@barbados.gov.bb
Subject: FW: Requesting an Urgent Remedy, To A Created Dangerous Situation in a Watercourse 
at Clarke's Road St. James 

From: alden blackman
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2019 2:49:14 PM
To: mark.cummins
Cc: william.duguid; miaamormottley
Subject: Requesting an Urgent Remedy, To A Created Dangerous Situation in a Watercourse at 
Clarke's Road St. James  

Mr. Mark Cummins

Permanent Secretary 

Ministry of Transport ,Work and Maintenance.

March 18, 2019 

MTW * Ministry of Transport, Work and Maintenance

Sir, I am requesting an urgent rectification of a created dangerous situation. I am also repeating 
what you may already know, I am advice, to address, and repeat the circumstances of this 
unjustified, dangerous situation to the PS of MTW&M.  

This created dangerous situation of which MTW Technical Officers noticeable inactions to 
remedying for the past 15+ years.( Which is detail below) “even though, said Officers  knew the 
encroachment is illegal”, but noticeably encouraged the actions of the perpetrators.

Sir, I lived at the top of dead end Clarke’s Road, adjacent to Natural Watercourse from 1982. This 
said course never overflowed. There was never a through public or private road from Appleby, 
across this course to Chapel Gap. No foreseeable flooding risk. 

Then in 2002 a British ex-pat, by the name Pat Brayshaw appeared, took the liberty to across an 
open lot from Appleby, and altered said course (with used of heavy equipment), by levelling down 
both edges, creating a road across said course. 

Later in 2002 further altering to the watercourse was done, by placing boulders within and along the
centre of course to joined the across road, thereby forming a private road, that caused the first 
flooding in 20 years, and continued to caused yearly flooding, resulting in damages to my family 
home and surrounding.

Sir, I complained verbally to Top Officers at Drainage Unit from 2003, also Top Technical Officers 
at MTW from 2004. All the said Officers (that can be name) told me the placing of a boulder wall 
private road is illegal, and will be removed. Not one of the said Officers ever, to this day, told me I 
must make my complaint in Writing, but in 2006 one such Officer, told Roy Morris of the Nation, 
the actions of the Ministry to address this Dangerous situation, await a written complaint from me.

Thereafter, I made many written and verbal request for a remedy to the dangerous situation. Only to
be  blatantly ignored, over the years, (The CTO, and DCTO in 2004-5 did made verbal comfort 
promises of remedying said situation). A response from the Ministry of Environment and Drainage 
in 2015, informing me that the authority in the “prevention of floods Act Cap 235 section 6B and 
7”  to carry out remedy of watercourses, lies with the CTO of MTW.

Sir, the obvious inactions, of said MTW Technical Officers gave encouragement to further altering 
of the course, in 2010 by a Mr. Clarke, who removed the said course edges from the across road to 
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upstream, to where the floods flow emerges. 

Sir, as if the unjustified, inactions, and disregarding to the plight of this Black Barbadian, and the 
Black Residents of Clarke’s Road were not enough.

MTW Technical Officers obvious biased continued by discriminatory assisting in the upkeep of this
created dangerous situation, leading up to the 2013 General Election, tasked MTW Work men 
paved the said deteriorating Private Road. 

Therefore, allowing the unjustified created dangerous situation, which is an illegal private road, 
within, and across a once safe watercourse to remained, posing a risk to, the Black Barbadian 
Residential Area of Clarke’s Road, St James. 

Alden Blackman


